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Reading List
Rome: The Biography of a City
by Christopher Hibbert
This beautifully written, informative study is a portrait, a history and a superb guide book, capturing
fully the seductive beauty and the many layered past of the Eternal City. It covers 3,000 years of
history from the city's quasi-mythical origins, through the Etruscan kings, the opulent glory of
classical Rome, the decadence and decay of the Middle Ages and the beauty and corruption of the
Renaissance, to its time at the heart of Mussolini's fascist Italy. Exploring the city's streets and
buildings, peopled with popes, gladiators, emperors, noblemen and peasants, this volume details the
turbulent and dramatic history of Rome in all its depravity and grandeur.

The Edge of the World: A Cultural History of the North Sea and the Transformation of Europe
by Michael Pye
Saints and spies, pirates and philosophers, artists and intellectuals: they all criss-crossed the grey
North Sea in the so-called "dark ages," the years between the fall of the Roman Empire and the
beginning of Europe's mastery over the oceans. Now the critically acclaimed Michael Pye reveals
the cultural transformation sparked by those men and women: the ideas, technology, science, law,
and moral codes that helped create our modern world.
This is the magnificent lost history of a thousand years. It was on the shores of the North Sea where
experimental science was born, where women first had the right to choose whom they married; there
was the beginning of contemporary business transactions and the advent of the printed book. In The
Edge of the World, Michael Pye draws on an astounding breadth of original source material to
illuminate this fascinating region during a pivotal era in world history.

A Concise History of Greece (Cambridge Concise Histories)
by Richard Clogg
Now re-issued in a third, updated edition, this book provides a concise, illustrated introduction to the
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modern history of Greece, from the first stirrings of the national movement in the late eighteenth
century to the present day. The current economic crisis has marked a turning point in the country's
history. This third edition includes a new final chapter, which analyses contemporary political,
economic and social developments. It includes additional illustrations together with updated tables
and suggestions for further reading. Designed to provide a basic introduction, the first edition of this
hugely successful Concise History won the Runciman Award for the best book on an Hellenic topic
published in 1992 and has been translated into twelve languages.

Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know
by Stathis Kalyvas
When Greece's economic troubles began to threaten the stability of the European Union in 2010, the
nation found itself in the center of a whirlwind of international finger-pointing. In the years prior,
Greece appeared to be politically secure and economically healthy. Upon its emergence in the
center of the European economic maelstrom, however, observers and critics cited a century of
economic hurdles, dictatorships, revolutions, and more reasons as to why their current crisis was
understandable, if not predictable. The ancient birthplace of democracy and countless artistic,
literary, philosophical, and scientific developments had struggled to catch-up to its economicallythriving neighbors in Western Europe for years and quickly became the most seriously economicallytroubled European country following a fiscal nosedive beginning in 2008. When the deficit and
unemployment skyrocketed, the resulting austerity measures triggered widespread social unrest.
The entire world turned its focus toward the troubled nation, waiting for the possibility of a Greek exit
from the European Monetary Union and its potential to unravel the entire Union, with other weaker
members heading for the exit as well. The effects of Greece's crisis are also tied up in the global
arguments about austerity, with many viewing it as necessary medicine, and still others seeing
austerity as an intellectually bankrupt approach to fiscal policy that only further damages weak
economies.
In Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Stathis Kalyvas, an eminent scholar of conflict,
Europe, and Greece combines the most up-to-date economic and political-science findings on the
current Greek crisis with a discussion of Greece's history. Tracing the nation's development from the
early nineteenth century to the present, the informative question-and answer format covers key
episodes including the independence movement of the early nineteenth century, the massive ethnic
cleansing in Turkey and Greece following World War I, the German occupation in World War II, the
following brutal civil war, the conflict with Turkey over Cyprus, the military coup of 1967, democracy
at long last, and the country's entry into the European Union.
Written by one of the most brilliant political scientists in the academy, Modern Greece is the go-to
resource for understanding both the current crisis and the historical events that brought the country
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to where it is today.

Greece: A Short History of a Long Story, 7,000 BCE to the Present
by Carol G. Thomas
Greece: A Short History of a Long Story presents a comprehensive overview of the history of
Greece by exploring the continuity of Greek culture from its Neolithic origins to the modern era.
~ Tells the story of Greece through individual personalities that inhabited various periods in the
lengthy sweep of Greek history
~ Uses an approach based on recent research that includes DNA analysis and analyses of
archaeological materials
~ Explores ways in which the nature of Greek culture was continually reshaped over time
~ Features illustrations that portray the people of different eras in Greek history along with maps that
demonstrate the physical sphere of Greece and major events in each of the periods

The Balkans: A Short History
by Mark Mazower
Throughout history, the Balkans have been a crossroads, a zone of endless military, cultural, and
ecomic mixing and clashing between Europe and Asia, Christianity and Islam, Catholicism and
Orthodoxy. In this highly acclaimed short history, Mark Mazower sheds light on what has been called
the tinderbox of Europe, whose troubles have ignited wider wars for hundreds of years. Focusing on
events from the emergence of the nation-state onward, The Balkans reveals with piercing clarity the
historical roots of current conflicts and gives a landmark reassessment of the region s history, from
the world wars and the Cold War to the collapse of communism, the disintegration of Yugoslavia,
and the continuing search for stability in southeastern Europe.

The Balkans in World History
by Andrew Wachtel (ed.)
In the historical and literary imagination, the Balkans loom large as a somewhat frightening and illdefined space, often seen negatively as a region of small and spiteful peoples, racked by racial and
ethnic hatred, always ready to burst into violent conflict. The Balkans in World History re-defines this
space in positive terms, taking as a starting point the cultural, historical, and social threads that allow
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us to see this region as a coherent if complex whole. Eminent historian Andrew Wachtel here
depicts the Balkans as that borderland geographical space in which four of the world's greatest
civilizations have overlapped in a sustained and meaningful way to produce a complex, dynamic,
sometimes combustible, multi-layered local civilization. It is the space in which the cultures of
ancient Greece and Rome, of Byzantium, of Ottoman Turkey, and of Roman Catholic Europe met,
clashed and sometimes combined. The history of the Balkans is thus a history of creative borrowing
by local people of the various civilizations that have nominally conquered the region. Encompassing
Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia, Greece, and
European Turkey, the Balkans have absorbed many voices and traditions, resulting in one of the
most complex and interesting regions on earth.

History of the Ancient Civilizations that Defined our World: The Gauls (History Books, Roman
Empire, Ancient History, Ancient Rome)
by Virtus Libris
For centuries the empire of Rome dominated the continent of Europe. Its armies patrolled the four
corners of the known world, from Africa to the Middle East to the edges of Britain. In the ancient
world, Rome was the name that conjured sentiments of fear and dread. But to the Romans, there
was an ancient evil that even they feared: The Gauls.
The Gauls were a warrior race, fearful to the Romans with their hairy bodies and thick mustaches, a
Celtic group whose sole desire was to demonstrate their valor through combat. As the fledgling
Roman Republic was establishing itself on the Italian Peninsula, the specter of Gaul loomed on the
horizon.
Before the founding of the Roman Empire, the city of Rome was destroyed by the Gauls. During the
Punic Wars, the Gauls allied with Rome’s arch-enemy, the Carthaginians, assisting Hannibal in his
crossing of the Alps and his razing of the Italian countryside. Rome would one day become great; to
get there, it would have to shake off the persistent nightmare of Gaul.

Ancient Rome: The Rise and Fall of an Empire
by Simon Baker
This is the story of the greatest empire the world has ever known. Simon Baker charts the rise and
fall of the world's first superpower, focusing on six momentous turning points that shaped Roman
history. Welcome to Rome as you've never seen it before - awesome and splendid, gritty and
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squalid.
From the conquest of the Mediterranean beginning in the third century BC to the destruction of the
Roman Empire at the hands of barbarian invaders some seven centuries later, we discover the most
critical episodes in Roman history: the spectacular collapse of the 'free' republic, the birth of the age
of the 'Caesars', the violent suppression of the strongest rebellion against Roman power, and the
bloody civil war that launched Christianity as a world religion.
At the heart of this account are the dynamic, complex but flawed characters of some of the most
powerful rulers in history: men such as Pompey the Great, Julius Caesar, Augustus, Nero and
Constantine. Putting flesh on the bones of these distant, legendary figures, Simon Baker looks
beyond the dusty, toga-clad caricatures and explores their real motivations and ambitions, intrigues
and rivalries.
The superb narrative, full of energy and imagination, is a brilliant distillation of the latest scholarship
and a wonderfully evocative account of Ancient Rome.
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